z does contain uncountably many mutually disjoint wild disks. It is the goal of this note to show that E 3 does not contain uncountably many mutually disjoint disks each of which fails to lie on a 2-sphere in E'\ (A disk which fails to lie on a 2-sphere is necessarily wild.) For definitions the reader is referred to [1] Proof. Let V be an uncountable collection of mutually disjoint disks in E 3 . Let V denote the subcollection of V defined as follows: D is an element of V if and only if there exist a point x of Int D, an arc ax intersecting D only in x, and a positive number ε such that there is no uncountable subcollection V x of V such that if A belongs to VΊ then (i) A Π a% Φ Φ and (ii) there is a homeomorphism of A onto D which moves no point more than ε.
It is clear that in order to establish Lemma 1 it is sufficient to show that the collection V is countable. Suppose that V is uncountable.
For each element D a of V let an arc a a and a positive number ε a be chosen such that (i) the common part of D a and a a is an endpoint of a Λ which is on the interior of D a , and (ii) α α intersects only a countable number of elements D of V such that there is a homeomorphism of D onto A> which moves no point by more than e Λ .
Let ε be a positive number and V" be an uncountable subcollection of V such that if A> is an element of V" then ε < ε a .
Let £/be a disk and v be an arc such that the common part of E and v is an endpoint of v which is on the interior of E. For each element D Λ of V" let h Λ be a homeomorphism of E U v onto A> U α*. Now {h a ; D Λ € F"} with the distance function
teEUv is a metric space. In [3] (Theorem 2) Borsuk shows that this metric space is separable. It follows that there exists an element
Let the endpoints of a 0 be denoted by x and y and assume that the notation is chosen so that y e Int D o . Let zyx be an arc such that a 0 c £## and zyx pierces A at #• Let zwx be an arc in E* -A such that zwx n 22/# = {z, x}, and let J denote the simple closed curve zyx U zwx. Since JUA= {v} it follows that 5cί D o links J. Now let ε x be a positive number such that 2ε x is less than the minimum of ε, dist (/, Bd D o 
), and dist (zwx, D o ).
Let H be {h β ; D(h β , h 0 ) < εJ2}, and let V" be the set of all elements of V" such that D e V" if and only if there exists an element h of H such that h(E) = D. Now if A and A are two elements of V" then there exists a homeomorphism of A onto A that moves no point more than ε x .
Suppose that D is an element of V". Then since 2ε x < dist (J, Bd D o ), Bd A links J, and there is a homeomorphism of A onto D which moves no point more than εJ2 it follows that Bd D links J, and hence that JdDΦ φ. Since 2ε x < dist (zwx, D o ), DftzyxΦ φ. Now for each element Ό Λ of V" let P Λ be the greatest point of D a Π zyx in the order from z to a? on zyx. Now there exists an element D y of V" such that for uncountably many elements D Λ of F'", P a is greater than P 7 . But since 2ε x < dist (x, AX 2ε x < dist (/, Bd D o ), and for each element D a of F"' there is a homeomorphism of A U <*o onto A* U a Λ which moves no point more than εJ2, it follows that a y intersects every element D a of V" such that P a is greater than P y . This is because a y may be completed to a simple closed curve J' which links Bd D a and which intersects D Λ only in α 7 . Hence a Ί intersects uncountably many elements of the collection V". This is contradictory to the way in which a y was chosen and it follows that the collection V is countable. This establishes Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. Suppose that V is an uncountable collection of mutu-ally disjoint disks in E 3 . Then there exists a disk D of the collection V such that D is locally tame at each point of Int D.
Proof. Let V be an uncountable collection of mutually disjoint disks in E 3 . Let F* be an uncountable subcollection of V satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 1. Let D be an element of the collection F* and let p be an interior point of D. By Theorem 5 of [1] Printed at Kokusai Bunken Insatsusha (International Academic Printing Co., Ltd.), No. 6, 2-chome, Fujimi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
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